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ERROL STATION (ALMOST) SOLD
We are reliably informed that after many months

and several interested parties, Errol Station is at last
about to be sold. It would appear that only a minor
formality with the bank involved. needs to be clarified
and the sale can go ahead. This has been quite a
fraught saga for those immediately involved, but it

I would seem that their efforts are about to be repaid.,

i 'CARMYLLIE PILOT' TO STEAM
iAGAIN?
[ Tayside's much loved but greatly neglected asset,
the Ivatt 2-6-0, No 46464, may yet be returned to
steam. A newly formed group has been set up to over-
see the work on the not so old lady, who has just
turned 50. David Fraser, the son of the late Ian Fraser,
who purchased the locomotive from BR in the mid
sixties, has agreed to handing over part ownership to
the new group. Work is estimated to cost £40,000 and
is expected to take five years.L ~ ~ ~
I-

I BROUGHTY FERRY REFURBISHMENT IS UNDERWAY - AT LAST!
! Work has finally started on the restoration of the station, and is expected to take 26 weeks. At the
I time of writing, part of the canopy over the southbound platform has been removed along with the roof
I of the signal box. Morrison Construction Ltd., are carrying out the work. The remedial work apart, the
I station has never looked worse, with graffiti, rotting timbers and damp, much in evidence. The signal

I
box and footbridge are being carefully removed and placed in storage but their future is uncertain. Once
work is completed, the site will be passed over to a developer.

The southern spans of therr.. arch viaduct which car-
ried the Dundee and Forfar Direct Railway over the
Dighty Water at Barnhill. This view looking to the north,
was taken in June 1973. (photograph, Jim Page.)

JOHN WILLISON'S BIRTHDAY BASH!
.u~ The Scotscraig Golf Club was the venue for

.~~L John's 60th birthday party on Saturday l Oth
~ February. Several ARG members were there to
~ pass on their best wishes and to enjoy a wee

dwinkie or several. A good time was had by all and it was
generally agreed that John should be 60 more often.
Congratulations John and many of them!

DUNDEE HARBOUR LINE
A remnant of the former Harbour Line

has come to prominence within the new
shopping and leisure development, now
partially open on the north side of Victo-
ria Dock. Curiously, the line divides the
shopping area in half. There was no public
access to this area before the development began.
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Editorial. Jim Page.

By way of a change, I though it might be an idea to give this issue something of a theme.
Considerable prominence has therefore been given to the Arbroath & Forfar Railway and the
Dundee to Forfar Direct line. Now, before anyone has a swipe at me, this is not a celebration of the
recently published book on these subjects. I accept that Oakwood's latest effort has had too much
criticism to be celebrated. Nevertheless, it has been the motivation behind the choice of subjects.

Following the changes at the AGM, this will be the last time I shall be involved with the
compilation of the Journal. I would therefore wish to take the opportunity of thanking everyone who
has made a contribution in recent times, no matter how small. As far as this issue is concerned, I
would particularly wish to acknowledge the assistance of Mike Smith and Gordon Robertson, who
have helped with typing, and other preparatory tasks and who's names do not otherwise appear in
this issue. Continuity of the Journal will be maintained through Dod, and he will be joined by Dave
Wilson who will no doubt bring in some fresh ideas. Please continue to give as much support as you
can.

So, with tears already forming great puddles all over the computer keyboard, I shall leave you
with this thought. If you think the formulation of this Journal leaves something to be desired, do
remember that I'm the Treasurer for the coming year!

Preferred format for Journal.

Most contributions to the Journal are now arriving typed, having been completed on PCs. This of
course: .. makes life much easier for the Journal compilers. Several issues ago, we adopted a
'house style' which is now the basis for everything that we type ourselves. Contributors who can
adopt this format would make life easier still. It is simple enough and is as follows;
Body of article; font, Times New Roman set at 12 point.
Header right side, (usually contributors name); as above.
Header left side, (usually title of article); as above but set in bold face.
Margins; top, bottom and side; all 20mm.
We indent paragraphs but we do not apply spaces between them.

We can also accept contributions on floppy disc, if you are using a Microsoft programme.
Examples of the above format may be found on most pages of this Journal.



- Syllabus and diary update.

Work on the syllabus for the next winter session which begins on Sunday 9th September, is
currently under way. There is no shortage of ideas and it would seem that a varied and interesting
programme is in prospect. Meetings should take place at a new venue, the Yacht Club, West Ferry,
but this will be confirmed in the next Journal.

SRPS Caledonian Weekend.
Final ARG meeting of winter session; Dave Wilson's, Nostalgia!
(at Milton House Hotel, Monifieth.)
Railways of Angus and Perthshire. A talk with slides given by George Bert at
The Church Centre, Princes Street, Perth (adjacent to St John's Episcopal Church)
SRPS 40th Anniversary Transport Extravaganza. (provisional date.)
St Andrews Model Rail Exhibition (at Madras College)
First meeting of 200 1-2002 ARG winter session.
North Yorkshire Moors Railway, Autumn Steam Gala
(ARG, Whit aboot August, weekend.)

31st March- 1st April.
8th April

28th April (2pm)

16th-17th June
18th-19th August
9th September
5th-7th October

Deadline for Journal No 156. : 9th June (for issue on 10th July.)

Annual Jaunt, or two?

Gary is arranging a weekend at the North Yorkshire Moors Railway for the Autumn Gala in
October, as per details given out at the AGM. Since then, he has made several enquiries and has
made a tentative booking with a hotel in the village ofRuswarp, near Whitby. For those who booked
at the AGM, it is essential that your deposit is sent to Gary now. The hotel booking will be
confirmed shortly after the distribution of this Journal and it may not be possible to include
latecomers thereafter.

For those who did not attend the AGM and who are interested in this trip, please 'phone Gary
(01738628392) for further details now. Dates for this trip are 5-6-7 October.

Dod is keen to arrange a weekend at the North Norfolk Railway during August. This would
include rail travel as far as Peterborough, with hire cars thereafter to a rural retreat. Please make
your interest known to Dod who will keep you informed of arrangements.

Leysmill Station, Arbroath & Forfar Railway. Jim Page

The photograph reputedly of Leysmill,
on page 76 of the recently published book
on the Arbroath & Forfar Rly., etc., has
caused some controversy. Clearly the pho-
tograph so depicted is not Leysmill but, by
comparing the bookplate with the view on
the right, the similarity between the two
stations can be seen. The most obvious
difference is Leysmill' s unusual staggered
platforms, clearly depicted in the photo-
graph opposite. The view is undated but is
probably the 1880s.



------

A Blast From the Past. Scott Cunningham

This time we are looking at the March and September 1953 issues of "Trains Illustrated".
The March issue reported that the last LNER D31, N0.62281, had been withdrawn. The experts
may prove me wrong but I believe that this classification was an amalgamation of three NBR
types ('574', '633' and '729' classes) one of which, Class 633, was designed for use on
Edinburgh - Perth and Edinburgh - Aberdeen trains.
On 17th January 1953, Corkerhill Jubilee No.45711 Courageous arrived at Aberdeen with a
goods train from Perth and took out the 6.55 pm fish for Manchester. While this engine was at
Ferryhill an attempt was made to clean the cab sides, which were found still to be painted
maroon. The boiler and tender were covered with grime and so it was impossible to see if the
engine remained maroon overall.
As a window to much harder times in the 50s, Gateshead A3 No.60071 Tranquil visited
Aberdeen with the 7.30 am from Edinburgh on Christmas Day 1952 (so, no Christmas dinner
there, thenl). At the other extreme, the locomotive was seen at King's Cross with the down Heart
of Midlothian on 23rd January 1953.
September's issue reported that 46220 Coronation worked into Edinburgh Princes Street Station
with the Royal Train on 23rd June, whilst on 25th July the 3pm Girvan - Dundee train was
powered by Dundee B 1 NO.61101 instead of the usual Ayr 2-6-4 tank or 2P 4-4-0.
An unusual spectacle at Aberdeen on 4th July was the sight of three Crewe Pacifies within the
space of two hours - 46246 City of Manchester on the Saturday 3pm to Glasgow; 46234
Duchess of Abercorn on the up "Postal"; and 46203 Princess Margaret Rose, which had worked
in on an additional train from Glasgow, departing at 4.55 pm on empty stock. 46246 reappeared
with the up "Postal" on 25th July.
Other visitors to Aberdeen included Carlisle Canal A3 60079 Bayardo, which worked in an
excursion from Edinburgh on 7th July, and Ieft on the 6.20 pm to Edinburgh, and Stanier 2-8-0
48464 of Carlisle Kingmoor, with a goods from Perth on 20th July, the first of its type to be seen
at Aberdeen for over a year.
Gateshead V2s 60868 and 60809 The Snapper; The East Yorkshire Regiment, The Duke of York's
Own (must have been some nameplatel) were also noted on Edinburgh - Aberdeen trains.
An odd working on 18th July was the use of St.Rollox 'Black Five' 45158 on the 7.35 pm to
King's Cross as far as Dundee. On 25th July Hawick D30 No.62425 Ellengowan was observed at
the head of a Dundee - Arbroath local.

Cup of tea anyone? Jim Page

A sale of silver at Christie's London auction rooms during February, included a somewhat
unusual item of local interest. Lot 122, was a Victorian presentation kettle, carrying the mark of a
Sheffield based silversmith and dating from 1851-52. The kettle's form which was described as
'rather curious, a bulbous shape with foliate scrolls and a bird finial'. The interest lay mainly in its
inscription which read;
Presented to William Anderson esq., by the shareholders of the Arbroath & Forfar Railway Co.,
in testimony of their appreciation of his valuable services as a Director of that Company, 1852.
Anderson was a mill owner and one time Provost of Arbroath. He was also a Director of the

Dundee & Arbroath Railway. The item was expected to fetch £500-£700; it sold for £587, including
a buyers premium. I would have thought that this figure might have been bettered at one of the local
auctions but we will never know.

Reminder; To the few who have still to renew their membership, please accept this note as a second
and final reminder. No further reminders will be sent.



The Arbroath & Forfar Railway in print. Jim Page

There is a surprising amount of published material covering numerous aspects of the Arbroath &
Forfar Railway and although varied, much of it is written to a high standard. The earliest references un-
doubtedly appear in Francis Whishaw's epic work, Railways of Great Britain & Ireland, first published
as early as 1840. Whishaw includes details noted by him during his visit to the railway in 1839, much of
which is unique, such as his references to the various buildings and his notes on runs behind the original
locomotives.

Much recommended is a two part article entitled Early days of the Arbroath & Forfar Railway, by
S.G.E. Lythe which appeared in the Railway Magazine issues for January and February 1953. Lythe,
who was a lecturer at the old Queens College in Dundee, concentrated on the early period in this well
researched piece. Further early material may be found in C.J.A. Robertson's The Origins of the Scottish
Railway System, much of which is offered in tabular form.

In Forgotten Railways, Scotland, John Thomas writes in an entirely different manner. His colourful
approach to several Scottish railway histories deservedly made him one of Scotland's foremost railway
authors. Thomas took most of his information from the railway company files at the SRO in Edinburgh,
where he was a well known researcher for many years. His work was meticulous and was always a
pleasure to read. This is a good example of his efforts. By contrast, the late Colin Gibson gave an
account of the railway in his usual inimitable style, in the Arbroath Herald Christmas Magazine for
1976, and again, this is highly recommended reading.

More recently, the railway was included in the Regional History series by David & Charles. Volume
16, published in 1989, is credited both to John Thomas and David Tumock. The contrasting styles
within the pages of this book are not entirely the results of a joint effort; Thomas died prior to the com-
pletion of what would have been his work, and it was thereafter completed by Tumock.

The Caledonian Railway Asso-
ciation's Journal, True Line, has in-
cluded several articles either wholly
or partly alluding to the subject but
whilst this too is a recommended
source, there is insufficient space to
mention the various issues here.

Early locomotive history is
summarised in James McEwan's
long running series in the magazine,
The Locomotive, (1940-1947), and
in George McLennan Steel's book
Dundee's Iron Horses, an enterpris-
ing publication from 1974.

The locomotive sheds both at
Arbroath and Forfar are included in
the 1987 Wild Swan publication,
LMS Engine Sheds Vol 5. Compre-
hensive coverage is effected in the
forms of shed allocations, photographs, and high quality site plans produced with a computer aided
drawing programme.

There are several other references which could have been quoted, but none which readily come to
mind as offering more, or anything significantly different from those mentioned above, for example, an
article in one of British Railways, Scottish Region Staff Magazines from the mid 1950s in the series,
Our Story, or the more recent and somewhat oddly titled Tayside Railways, Dundee and Perth, pub-
lished by the Irwell Press in 1987. Both give peripheral coverage to the subject although the latter incor-
porates several [me photographs from more recent times.

A further reference may be found to the Forfar-Guthrie section, in its capacity as part of the main line through Strathmore,
in a two part article by l.F.Gairns in the Railway Magazine issues for July and August 1928.

Monikie Station looking west (in the Dundee direction) in August 1967.



The St.Andrews Railway Alistair Nisbet

By the late 1840s, practical ideas of how to build branch railways less expensively were coming to the
fore - it was considered unnecessary, for instance,for them to be constructed to the same high standard as
the main lines. The United States was used as a comparator where light trains ran at only 12 to 15 mph,
on cheaply built single tracks served by simple wooden stations.

An estimate of £5,500 per mile for US lines was compared with one of over £35,000 in Great Britain.
Herapath's Railway Journal began to advocate a cheap railway movement, with light traffic running at
low speeds to reduce wear and tear on track constructed at a cost of no more than £4,000 per mile. The
first railway to be built according to these principles was the St Andrews Railway, which was to be laid
along the fiat coastal lands with little requirement for earthworks. By keeping the station outside the town
itself, the cost of constructing a climb into the town was avoided.

The town was neither an agricultural nor an industrial centre, and the sea trade was in decline.
So how was the line to be made to pay for itself? Fortunately, golf and sea bathing were becoming
fashionable and, of course, there was the University, plus the fact that Madras College had been founded
in 1832.

An important part of the project was that Guardbridge should be served, as this had long been the port for
Cupar, as well as there being brickworks and the Seggie Distillery owned by the Haig family. Stone from
nearby quarries at Balmullo was also shipped out from here. Eventually, the railway managed to comer
this traffic by offering concessionary rates, provided that all the products went out by rail.

The first meeting to consider the construction of a railway to St Andrews took place on 29th January 1850
and was attended by the Provost, three bailies, one ex-bailie and another who would soon be a bailie. The
prime mover, and chairman until his death in 1872, was a druggist and temperance leader, William Smith,
whilst other interested parties included Bailie John Brown (clothier) and Bailie Andrew Aikman, a grocer
and wine merchant, the latter of whom became chairman after the death of Smith.

The £21,000 share capital was raised easily with £6,000 being provided by the contractor, Kenneth
Mathieson of Dunfermline. The two local MPs, Ellice of the Burgh and Fergus for the County, each
contributed £1,000, as did Haig. In 1868, no less than 1567 of the 2100 shares were held in or around St
Andrews, while only 13 were owned outside the area influenced by the NBR.

The Edinburgh, Perth and Dundee agreed to work the line for 25 years from its opening, as well as
providing the Engineer. Thomas Bouch was only 28 when work on the branch started and, after he
became an independent consultant, charged the Company £100 per mile. He later reported to the NBR
that "every economy consistent with obtaining actual benefit" had been employed. The weight of the rails
amounted to only 60lb per yard, and sleepers were spaced at 4 foot centres, instead of the customary 3
feet. Only lightweight engines were to be used and to run "at moderate speed". The bridges were
specified as being built of "best Baltic pine" which should have lasted over 30 years.

As early as 1853, extra sleepers were supposed to have been laid on curves, but the Directors found they
could not afford this without asistance from the EP&D. The contractor was eager to keep his workforce
together after finishing more major works, and had to be constrained from starting work before
Parliamentary approval had been given. There then followed many disputes about how much should be
paid and when, and, by May 1852, the lawyers and Bouch had been called in to settle the matter. The cost
eventually turned out to be £5,625 per mile.

Problems did arise as a result of allowing the EP&D to run the railway, for they also hired and fired staff
and a petition against the sacking of a popular St Andrews station master was surprisingly rejected out of
hand in Edinburgh.



Peter B. Horne, Engine Driver, Perth Motive Power Department. Lindsay Home

Peter B. Home was born on 9th April 1897, at Vinneybank, Craichie, Forfar, but was not destined to
follow in his father's footsteps, into fanning. I believe that the close proximity of the Caledonian Rail-
way's, Dundee to Forfar branch, enticed him into joining the company at Dundee Sheds as an engine
cleaner on 9th June 1913.

On 6th October 1914, on board H.M.S.Unicorn at Dundee, he enlisted in the Royal Naval Division,
having lied about his age, in common with several other young men at this time. While serving in
Gallipoli, he was wounded, but later returned to the front line. During the Battle of the Somme, he held
a machine gun post for two days and nights, after his six companions had been killed. For this, he was
mentioned in despatches by Field Marshal, Sir Douglas Haig, dated 9th April 1917, his 20th birthday.

He was demobilised on 15th February, 1919, returning to his old depot as a fireman. My mother used
to take the children along to the Seabraes to watch him on the 'Big Pug' as it was known, on its way to
the Maryfield and Fairmuir goods yards, on the Dundee & Newtyle branch. This was the '492 class
0-8-0T, C.R. No., 496, renumbered 16504 by the L.M.S. and then 16954 in the 1926 renumbering. As
far as I am aware, this was the only member of the class shedded at Dundee, and was used to bank trains
on the steep climb from Ninewells Junction to Lochee.

The economic depression of the 1930s resulted in some drivers reverting to firemen, and firemen to
cleaners. As a result, my father applied for a transfer in 1932, locomotive men being allowed to retain
their seniority on transfer. He was offered Perth or Leadhills. As my mother had no wish to move to the
latter, she was much relieved when he was offered Perth. Perth shed at this time, was the former Scottish
Central Railway shed, erected in the 1850s, and was in a very run down condition. Thankfully, the
1930s L.M.S. Modernisation Plan included its replacement, and the new Perth South Depot opened in
1938. In the 1930s, when 14010, formerly C.R.123, was allocated to Perth, he worked her over the Perth
Dundee branch. My father was promoted to driver in 1934. I recall him always referring to the LMS
compound No., 922, as 'his engine', and in later years, 'his engine' became Standard 5, No., 73008.

Possibly 1959 was the most memorable year of my father's career, when the Scottish Industries Exhi-
bition was held in the Kelvin Hall, Glasgow, in September of that year, when he was given custody of
the Western Region, 'City of Truro'. After the event, he was received commendation letters from the
District Motive Power Superintendent's office in Perth and from C.R.Campbell, Motive Power Superin-
tendent, Glasgow for his handling of the engine. As was standard G.W.R. practice, the engine was
driven from the right hand side.

Wednesday 23rd September saw him working 5MT 44960, which was the train engine hauling the
Royal Train from Perth to Aberdeen, when the Queen was journeying from Euston to Ballater, the lead-
ing engine being 44961. A cheque for £1 was duly received by him to mark the occasion.

The Stephenson Locomotive Society ran its 'Highland Special' from Glasgow (Buchanan Street) to
Blair Atholl on 21st November, the train consisting ofH.R. 4-6-0 No.,103, two C.R. coaches and an ob-
servation car. He worked the Jones Goods from Perth to Blair Atholl and return, passengers with tape
recorders continually gesticulating on the journey for him to 'blow the whistle'! On Saturday 30th Sep-
tember 1961, when again, the Queen was travelling from Euston to Ballater, he worked the Royal Train
from Perth to Aberdeen. He was on the train engine,
class 5MT 44724 with 44722 the leading engine.

I applied for a footplate pass to travel with my
father on the week in which he retired. On the
Wednesday, 5MT 44978 was our engine from
Perth to Buchanan Street and return.
I later purchased the smoke box number plate
when the locomotive was withdrawn from service.

After a considerable time in the 'Top Link',
my father retired on Saturday 9th April 1962,
his last footplate trip being from Buchanan Street
to Perth with NBL Type '2', D6124, on his 65th
birthday. Regrettably, my father died aged 75 at
Stracathro Hospital, Brechin, on 6th January 1973. Peter, in the cab ofGWR 'City of Truro '



Extracts from Railway Observers

f'ORF:'.R.--On 3rcl December, 1955, the
last day of passenger services, the For far-
Arbroath line was being operated by 55263

. (6:JC) with two corridors. From the Arbroath
i end trains were being worked on the branch by
46464(628). The trains were quite well filled,
with some seventy on the 12.30 p.rn. ex-Forfar
alone, while in summer six-coach sets were, on
occasions, required, so it was not surprising
to find local opinion united in bitter condem-
nation of the closure. Presumably the through
trams on summer Saturdays from Glasgow
to the east coast via Dundee will in future be
better patron ised.

At Forfar Shed on 3rd December were
45213, 54485/6, 55212, 44314, 57424, 56290
and 76004,

FORFAR.-On shed on 19th March were:
57473; 5.'5126/67, 55200/2/8/0/15/37/9 (In
store) and 44979,. 60972, 57345, 54485,
57345 performed on the Forfar-Colliston-
Kirriemuir turn with great vigour (all the
:VLR. 4F 0-6-0's have now left the district) and
54485 was on the Forfar-Bridge of Dun-
Careston trip. 60972 had failed the previous
night with a broken middle big end.

The branch freight on the Broughty
Ferry-Kingsmuir branch was hauled on the
same day by Bl 61292. All stations on
the branch arc still busy with beet and seed
po t a to traffic, cspccial ly Mon ikic, Ki rk buddo
and Kingsrnuir. The linc on to Forta.r North
is in very good condition with telegraph wires

, in position and the junction at Forfar Nor th
is maintained in full mechanical condition and
can, if the occasion demands, be used as a
head shunt for the yard. Some of the signals,
however, are wired into the danger position.

Although the instrument at Kirkbuddo
has been removed and is in store, the one at
the junction is brightly polished, although it
is not now used.

On 19th March, the 10-5 a.m. Forfar-
Perth and 3-15 p.m. return trips were in
charge of 76000 (66B), in deplorable con-
dition, whilst the 1-50 p.m, Perth-Forfar was
headed by 45474. The yard pilot is still 57441
(although diagrammed for a 4MT tank i).

Forfar South J unction was closed' on St h
May last and has since been razed to tho
ground. The Cares ton branch train now
travels wrong line from Forfar station 011 to
the branch, the staff being kept at Furfar
station box.

The Guthrie -Arbroath branch was cut
short and the points clamped out of use
at St Vigeans Jct., 31.3.1956 with the
actual junction removed and realignment
carried out 7.9.1957. St Vigeans box was
still standing but with all windows
smashed in June 1962.
(Sodding little Arbroath low life scum! Ed.)

submitted by Lindsay Home

GUTHRIE-ARBROATH,-This line was cut
short when the points at St. Vigeans Jct.
(Arbroath) were clamped for the main line on
31st March, 1956, the actual junction being
removed and realignment carried out on 7th
September, 1957. The box still stands but not
a pane of glass survives.

On the truncated branch the section be-
tween Colliston and Letham Mill is now in use
for the storage of coaches, and many con-
demned worthies of L.M.S, and L.N.E.R. var-
ieties have congregated, much of the stock
ha ving come from Langloan .

It is rumoured that the line will be lifted
beyond Colliston and .. One engine in steam"
working instituted from a ground frame at
Guthrie Jct. where the box is still fully sig-
nalled, even on the main line, with Caley
lower quadrant signals. Incidentally, Guthrie
Station box still survives as a bothy for which
it has been used since closure in October, 1932.

On l Oth February the double junction to
1963 the Forfar branch was removed at Broughty

Jct., due to the exceptionally poor condi-
tion of the track which for some time had
necessitated a speed restriction of 30 m.p.h

Access to the Forf ar branch now entails
reversal at Broughty Ferry station then
wrong line to the yard and onto the branch
via an extended head shunt at Broughty
Jct. Concurrently, connections to the yard
from the main line at the junction were
severed.

During January the remaining platform
lines at Dundee East were removed together
with the double connection at Camperdown
Jct. and the big gantry of lower-quadrant
signals.

Between Dundee Tay Bridge and Kin-
naber j ct., Broughty Ferry is now the only
block post that boasts lower-quadrant stop
signals (of mixed C.R./N.B. origin). There
is also a lower-quadrant up distant at
Broughty Jct. and so me lower-quadrant stop
signals at Barry Links on the loop.------~--------~

:.

For the first time in some years,
a passenger train, a Sunday School
Special, headed by J37 No 64587,
traversed the Dundee -Forfar
branch on June 14, 1958 and two
days later the BR cinema coaches
travelled over the line behind
Caledonian 4-4-0 No 54486 (63C),
the first time in some years one of
these engines had visited Dundee East.

A warm welcome is extended to the following new members;

lA.McDonell, Clapgate Farm, Morley Lane, Wymondham, Norfolk. NR18 9BT (~; 01953603969)
R.D.Kennedy, 7 Blyth Place, Dundee. DD2 2LX (~; D1382 665957)
llHerd, 91, South Inch Place, Perth, PH2 8AL.



The 50th anniversary of the running of the last passenger train on the North Fife line took place
on February 10th past. The North Fife was one ofthe last branch lines to be opened in Scotland, open-
ing as late as January 1909. As a consequence, the railway was somewhat different from most others in
our area, in that much use was made of concrete in its construction. Several features have survived,
most notably bridges, where the use of concrete is quite marked. One such example is situated to the
west of Kilmany on the A92 1 with a parapet which could be mistaken for a wall. On closer inspection,
the whole bridge looks like a two piece moulded construction and is quite unattractive.

The line was constructed for double track but only a single line was laid. It was imagined that com-
muter traffic would increase as the branch became established, in much the way that the neighbouring
Newport Railway had developed, but times had changed. From a junction at St Fort on the East Coast
Main Line, the branch ran in a westerly direction to meet with the Ladybank- Perth route at Glenburnie
Junction. There were three stations,
at Kilmany, Luthrie and Lindores,
with sidings at Rathillet and Ayton.

The branch tended to be referred
to as the Newburgh & North Fife,
although Newburgh was on the
Ladybank- Perth line and predated
the North Fife by around 60 years.
Nevertheless, most passenger
services operated between
Dundee (Tay Bridge) and Perth
rather than only to Newburgh.
As a through route, it offered an
alternative to the long established
C.R, Dundee- Perth line although its
circuitous nature left it at some
disadvantage. It did offer the
facility of travel between Perth and
stations east of Dundee, without
change of carriage or, at least, with-
out changing stations, and to some extent, such services were patronised.

A further service was offered between St Andrews and Perth by means of a triangular junction built
at St Fort to facilitate through working. This service never proved popular however, and was soon with-
drawn and the south to west side of the triangle removed, although the formation of the triangle can
still be detected today.

Goods services were much more successful, particularly with agricultural traffic, and as a conse-
quence, the branch remained open until October 1964.2

I The former A914.
2 Following the closure of Glenburnie Junction in April 1960, all traffic was worked from the St Fort end of the line, up
to and including Lindores.

A North Fife Railway anniversary.

,-

Jim Page

Luthrie Station, shortly after the line opened in 1909. Like the other stations
on the line, the station buildings were built with Brandon Block, an early
form of breeze block. The platforms are concrete but the box is constructed
in the traditional brick.

Footnote; John M. Bennett was one of my father's old friends and a gentleman with whom I worked
for a time at Dundee West. He was then the NCL Freight Depot Assistant, the position from which he
retired. He worked at Lindores as a young man in the early 1920s, and spoke of the day the telephone
arrived at the station. The LNER were reluctant to install one, but had been encouraged by the local
farmers who had agreed to share the costs. These early 'phones worked on the 'party line' system and
the station shared the line with about a dozen farmers. The mind boggles at the clerk trying to get
through to Tay Bridge with a dozen farmers wives, all trying to talk to each other at once!

Another anniversary took place on the last day of January. It was the 100th anniversary of the opening
of the station at Stannergate.



The Crane and The Hat Bob Barnes

Firstly a Hat on the railway was a senior staff member. Bowler hats for station masters, brown felt
hats for P.W, gaffers and peaked hats for signalman, anybody in authority on the railway wore a hat I

I was on duty one day acting pilotman between Cupar and Ladybank. The engineers had possession of
the up line, laying long lengths of welded rails. I was sitting in Ladybank signalbox, waiting for a train
from Edinburgh to Dundee. I was to conduct this train over the down line to Cupar. The engineers
asked the signalman if they could move a self propelled crane from the yard over the crossover and on
to the line under the possession order. The request was granted; the engineers started to move the
crane. The Ladybank signalman received a call attention bell. He answered it and received a 3.1 bell
offering the railcar I was waiting on, but he refused it.

J was watching the crane moveover the crossover when I heard a loud bang and a rattle, like
someone throwing loose metal into a rotating cement mixer. The crane came to a halt on the crossover.
The signalman said "its like trouble", it was, big trouble! I went down to have a look and found the
crane gearbox had shattered and the wheels of the crane had locked solid. How do you move a crane
from a crossover knowing. it will not move under its own power?

I went back to the box and told the signalman what had happened. He just laughed, no use getting
into a panic situation. There was nothing I could do, and the signalman said, "nothing to do with me".
Anyway, a Hat will appear. It did, a "ninety two day wonder". He had about as much knowledge of
railway working as I did at getting a look in at singing in the State Opera House in Milan.

The engineers decided to get the the two locomotives, two class 20s, from the workings on the line
under possession, to try and shift the crane. They coupled the locomotives onto the crane. Nothing
moved except the wheels spinning round, the locomotives were getting nowhere, but causing rail bum I

Another type of hat appeared, a bonnet on the head of a P.W, chap, " I will move the crane," say's he
(with the help of the locomotives of course) He decided to grease the rails under the crane. (He must
have been at this caper before!) He told the drivers to start pulling. They did, and the crane started to
slide down the rails "nae bother" and cleared the crossover. Everything back to normal.

I was waiting on. Of course, the senior hat had to get his say and he told the bonnet man that he
thought greasing the rails was not a very good idea, as it could cause further slipping to trains running
in normal service. After the possession had been given up, he suggested to the bonnet man that he had
better clean the rails and get rid of the grease. The bonnet man told the hat that he could use his hat to
clean the rails as it was doing nothing on his head! The bonnet man suggested to the hat, that he should
start wearing his hat on the nether regions of his body as that's where his brains were!

Along came the railcars. I climbed aboard, my duty as pilotman over. I was to be replaced at
Leuchars by my mate who was taking over from me. Hope he had a quiet shift, I did!

Competition for the London to Dundee Mail. Alistair Nisbet

A document in Dundee University library reveals that, in 1891, the Dundee Dean of Guild and the
city fathers petitioned the Postmaster General via John Leng, the then :MP, to have the mails from
London and towns in eastern England, delivered by East Coast trains rather than those of the West
Coast. The NBR guaranteed to have the mails in Dundee in time for the first delivery, whereas the
Caledonian could only manage an arrival to suit the second delivery.

The NBR said that they could even compete for the Manchester mails, now that both the Tay and
Forth Bridges were in operational use. Examples showed that with respect to mails from London,
the NB would arrive at 6.Sam, whereas the Caledonian could not make it to the city until 7.35am.

Nowadays with modem technology, including air travel for part of the journey, the Royal Mail
can only hope to get first class mail in time for next day delivery, with second class taking up to two
days longer. * Progress?
(* If the Post Office could regularly manage even this, Scott Cunningham and Jim Page, to name but two, would be
extremely grateful !)



I
I

Dundee and Forfar Direct Line. (photographs; Scott Cunningham,
Jim Page, Lindsay Horne.)

Left;
SLS special at
Kingennie.
20th May 1961.

right; Kingsmuir in
the late 1930s, with
a fair bit of topiary
on display.

below; A section of a
crowd of several hundred
who were there for the
last train from Barnhill
(unbefittingly hauled by a C 16)
10th January 1955
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The following entry appears in the bibliography of the book 'Timeline' by Michael Crichton.
(author of The Andromeda Strain, Jurassic Park, The Great Train Robbery etc.)

---. ,,"14,.,,<, H. £flC; lV,HUUlC; £l.~C;;);,70/-l"ZVV. V.iI...lVIU, .GUlS.; Dli:H..l\.WC:U,.l::1::1.l.,{."
Ferguson, Niall, ed. Virtual History: Alternatives and Counterfactuals. LOn"

Picador, 1977. . .' )f.
ru:; .. ll ..•• "1..._1 __ 7'1_ • .4_..••_•• •• ..1T.I:. ,, __ .c... D__ •••.•.L_ vr .•.l•.•._ .•.L;.. VlT •.Z.'';'·'

Surely this isn't no, it can't be, or could it? And what about the title; is it telling us something?


